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Improved Loaded Quality Factor of Cavity Resonators
with Cross lris Coupling
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The pertormance oi circular, rectangular and cross irises for the coupling oi microwave power
to rectangular waveguide cavity resonators is discussed. For the measurement oi complex
permlttiviav of materials using cavity perturbation techniques, rectangular cavities with high
O-factors are required. Compared to the conventional rectangular and circular irises, the cross Iris
coupling structure provides very high loaded quality factor tor all the resonant frequencies. The
"proposes cross iris coupling structure enhances the accuracy oi complex permittivity
IIIOISUYOIIIODTS.

ELECTROMAGNETIC scattering through aperturesis of great importance in microwave technology.
Large number of theoretical and experimental
investigations have been done in this field["5].
Modification of coupling mechanism of microwave
power to the cavities is essential for improving the
loaded quality factor of cavity resonators. Different
coupling techniques such as probe (electric coupling),
loop (magnetic coupling) and open guide (electric
coupling) are used to couple power to the cavities. The
simplest among them is the open guide coupling. In this
category. generally circular/rectangular irises are
employed. When a resonant cavity is coupled to an
external load, its characteristics are considerably
modified by the coupling element. For the investigation
of the dielectric and magnetic properties of materials,
microwave cavity resonator techniques are widely
used[6'7]. Resonators of high Q-factor are used for the
measurements. Hence the coupling mechanism of a
cavity resonator has important role in improving the
loaded Q-value. In the present investigation different
types of iris coupling structures are analysed. A new
coupling mechanism - cross iris coupling - for enhancing
the loaded quality factor of the cavity resonator is
proposed.

THEORETlCAL‘ASPECTS

A cavity is considered to be a closed volume. The
coupling system radiates power and this lowers the
loaded Q-value of the resonator. The losses that usually
occur in a cavity resonator are (l) dielectric loss (2) wall
loss and (3) coupling loss. Let PM, PLW and PLC are the
time average power losses ofa resonator. the total quality
factor of the resonator is given byQ W‘ <1i= cu ‘ J

' ' PLd+PL +PLcW
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or l l I l_ _ _+ _ + -_ (2)Q, Qd Qw Q.
Where cor is the resonant frequency and W8 is the energy
stored in the cavity. The unloaded Q-value is given byl l l— = -+_ —- <3)Q0 Qd Qw
For a cavity with given medium, Q0 is constant. So the
total loaded quality factor Q, depends on the value of QC.

The total loaded quality factor Q‘ and unloaded ckuality
factor Q0 are related by the coupling parameter[ 1

_ 2
K = [—--—Q' Q° j (4)Qr+QO

The lower the value of K, the higher is the loaded Q
factor

From (2) and (3)l l l- = - - — <5)
Q‘. Q, Q0

Also the coupling coefficientmk = i (6)
-l +Q'

From (4) and (6) we get

k 2" = l -2-? i "’+
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Fig l Rectangular waveguide resonator with iris coupling structure

In order to get higher loaded quality factor, coupling
parameter K and hence coupling coefficient k should be
low. The motivation of the present work is to design a
coupling iris which will give higher loaded quality
factor for all the resonant frequencies of a resonator.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

X-band transmission type rectangular waveguide
cavity of length l3.5 cm is employed for the study. The
iris is made on conducting metallic sheets. Since thick
irises adversely affect input impedance and Q-value
power should be coupled into or out ofthe cavity through
irises in thin conducting sheets. In the present case sheets
of thickness 0.1 mm are used for the fabrication of iris
coupling elements. The iris coupling structure is held
between the coaxial to waveguide adapter and the cavity
(Fig l). The cavity is connected to the two ports of the
S-parameter Test Set and is excited in the TEN" mode.
Figure 2 shows the experimental set-up.

Different types of irises designed for the study are
shown in Fig 3. Loaded Q-factor of the cavity with each
coupling structure is determined from the amplitude
response of the cavity (Q, = fr / Af, where fr is the
resonance frequency and Afis the 3dB bandwidth). Table
l shows the loaded quality factor of the cavity with
different iris structures. Rectangularirises ofwidth l mm
and lengths 5 mm, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, and 9mm are
selected for the study. The loaded quality factor of the
cavity for each rectangular iris is measured. It is observed
that, for each resonant frequency, the Q-factor varies
with the length of the rectangular iris. Thus rectangular
iris of7 mm length gives comparatively high Q-factors.

Most commonly used type of iris structure is
circular. Circular irises of diameters 5mm, 6mm. 7mm,
8mm and 9mm are taken for the measurement. From the
Table l. it can be seen that circular iris of 6 mm diameter
gives high loaded quality factor at the resonance
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Fig 2 Experimental set up
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Fig 3 Different types ol irises
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TABLE l Loaded quallty factor of cavlty resonator for dlflerent types‘ of lrlses
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TABLE 2 Co

Frequenqv

t<3Hl)

Coupling coefficient It Coupling parameter K

CrossClrt:ularRoctangular Cross Circular Rectangular

8.5 1.6 2.1 22.3 0.05 0.13

1

' 0.84
1

9.3 1.8 3.1 11.1 0.08 0.25 0.69

10.1 2.6 5.7 9.4 0.19 0.49 0.65

10.9 3.1 13.2 12.1 0.25

'_

0.74 0.72

11.8 4.5 6.1 5.5 0.41 0.52 0.48

TABLE 3 Impedance of various types of lrises

upling parameters and coupling roefficlents of different types of lrises

Frequency ‘ p(GHI) 1 1Cross iris Circular iris 1

Rectangular iris 1

1

5mm 6mm 7mm 5mm 6mm 7mm 1 5mm 6mm 7mm

R(Q) X(Q) Rlfi) X(Q) _ 18(0) X(Q) 8(0) X(Q) R10) X(Q) Rlfl) X(Q) R(Q) X(Q) 8(0) X(Q) R(Q) Xl!-'1) '

‘.

8.5 53.16 0.487 53.93 0.488 55.13 0.712 55.47 0.719 56.78 0.642 58.19
1

0.814 51.96 0.361 52.79 0.412
V

55.31 0.104
1

9.3 50.76 3.668 51.03 4.467 51.21 5.963 51.30
1

6.197 51.55 ‘ 1.542 52.00 9.261 50.49 2.304 50.71 3.295 51.46 6.089

10.1 46.90 3.354 46.14 4.255 45.06 5.391 44.98 5.492 44.14 6.692 42.93 1 8.267 48.04 2.141
1

41.15 3.005
1

44.61 5.687

10.9 44.90 0.176 43.64

1 I 1
0.293 41.90 0.618 42.01 0.557 40.37 0.914 38.52 1.469 46.80 0.031 45.36 0.072
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frequencies 8.5 GI-lz, 9.3 GI-lz and 11.8 GI-Iz. For l0.l
GHz and lO.9 GHZ, circular iris with 5 mm diameter
gives better performance.

Symmetric and asymmetric cross iris coupling
elements are designed for the study. It IS found that

asymmetric structures show very low Q-factors and they

7__ _¢

are not taken into consideration. Symmetric cross iris of
width l mm and lengths 5 mm, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm and
9mm are designed used as coupling elements. Cross iris
with 6 mm length provides highest loaded quality factor.
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Fig 4 Amplitude response of the cavity for circular (diameter
6 mm) and cross (length 6 mm) irises

The coupling coefficient, k and coupling parameter, Kof
different types of irises are shown in Table 2. K and k
values are lowest for symmetric cross irises, which result
high loaded quality factor.

Table 3 shows the impedance variation of different
irises for different resonant frequencies. It shows that the
irises with different dimensions have comparatively
good impedance matching with the 50 Q source. The Q
factors are highest for cross iris compared to other irises.
Figure 4 shows the amplitude response of the rectangular
cavity resonator for circular iris (diameter 6 mm) and
symmetric cross iris (length 6 mm). The improved loaded
Q-factor may be due to the fact that the spurious modes
generated at the aperture are suppressed by the peculiar
structure of the cross iris. Change in the waveguide
height causes field distortion and a set of non
propagating TMM modes is generated along with the
dominant TEIO modeuol. Similarly, the change in the
waveguide width produces field distortion causing a set
of non-propagating TEm0 modes with dominant TM
mode. The cross iris may be considered as the
combination of vertical and horizontal slits obtained by
reducing the width and height of the waveguide. So it is
reasonable to believe that the cross iris suppresses the
spurious modes without perturbing the dominant mode
(TEl0). This argument is in line with the mode
suppression technique developed by Sequeriam].

CONCLUSION

An extensive experimental study shows that cross
iris coupling improves the loaded Q-factors of a cavity
resonator considerably. In the case of rectangular and
circular irises, highest loaded quality factor for different
frequencies are obtained with different iris dimensions.
But the symmetric cross iris of particular dimension
provides the highest loaded Q-factor for all resonant
frequencies of the given resonator. Thus the cross iris is
found to be an excellent c'oupling element over the
conventional types of irises.
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